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CASE STUDY:   
Medical with Helix 



Two North Scottsdale Offices Get Facelift with new Medical Concept 
Helix Properties’ Partnership support new emerging treatment models of future 

medicine at Sonoran Corporate Center Buildings Totaling 52,128 SF 

The everchanging landscape of the Medical industry was the driver to the repositioning of 3 
assets in the Perimeter Center in North Scottsdale. 

As The Pain Center, a regionally recognized leader in pain management, grew to new heights, 
the requirement for additional medical space needs increased.  

Originally in 10,000 sq ft single tenant space, TPC desired to expand its multi-disciplinary 
platform to incorporate several types of physicians into one unique common experience for the 
patients.  This required a new perspective on space planning and site development.   

During Helix’s ownership, Ryan Spiekerman was instrumental in bringing a new vision to re-
purpose the assets as not just medical office, but as a cutting edge clinical facility accommodating 
functional flex care programs while providing appropriate spaces for affiliated, interdisciplinary 
physician groups. This hard work changed the face of the traditional medical office building to 
accommodate the emerging treatment models of future medicine. “As medicine changes, so do 
our tenant’s needs change,” said Ryan Spiekerman of Helix Properties. “We need to be prepared 
to be engaged with our tenants needs to ensure their continued growth and success.”   

Helix was able to acquire their existing building, purchase a larger building next door, provide for 
over $500,000 in improvement loans and relocate their new concept and corporate offices to a 
brand-new facility. TPC was able to terminate an old lease and move next door in less than 6 
months.  

“Helix Properties accomplished a tremendous feat in identifying two rare, high-quality office 
buildings with unstable tenancy in a Class A North Scottsdale location; and shortly thereafter, 
refilling them with quality tenants. With this exceptional final product, we were able to achieve the 
highest pricing to occur in the submarket in 15 years, with respect to 8322 E. Hartford,” said Eric 
Wichterman of Cushman & Wakefield.  
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